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FIND WHERE SELLERS WIN TO SCALE UP SUCCESS AND REVENUE
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Challenge: Deals are Won & Lost in Calls
84% of buyers say reps convey value ineffectively, 
which impacts win rates and revenue*. Sales 
leaders struggle with a lack of visibility into these 
conversations. They also don’t have time to dive into 
each call and offer guidance.

When reps can’t share insights from calls and 
managers don’t have the bandwidth to coach, 
issues go unresolved.

Solution: Allego Conversation Intelligence
Allego Conversation Intelligence improves business 
outcomes by creating a culture of coaching and 
experiential learning. We do this by surfacing call, 
market, and deal insights. 

You can now capture intelligence across every call 
to see how messaging is working, coach sellers to 
replicate A-players, and course correct at risk pipeline 
to maximize revenue.

CAPTURE CALL 
INTELLIGENCE

Uncover where revenue 
is won and lost in  

your calls

COACH & CREATE  
TOP PERFORMERS

Improve call quality with 
insights, automation, and 

coaching services 

CLOSE MORE  
DEALS

Identify pipeline risk,  
course correct, and  
maximize revenue

How We Help

What Makes Us Unique?  
Most conversation intelligence tools prioritize the needs of data analysts with no urgency to fix what’s broken, or 
scale what’s working. Allego engages your enablement team with your sellers—creating a culture of coaching 
and experiential learning. This results in better calls and more revenue. 

* RAIN Group, 2020

SELLER-CENTRIC DESIGN
We deliver learning, content,  
and coaching in the flow of  
how sellers work

INTUITIVE USER EXPERIENCE
Our proprietary video technology and 
mobile app is easy to access and use

COMPREHENSIVE. YET FLEXIBLE.
Deploy standalone, best-in-class  
products. As you grow, expand to  
the full platform

AWARD-WINNING SUPPORT
Our customer success team has decades of 
experience across tech, financial services, 
life sciences, and manufacturing for faster 
time-to-value

OPEN ARCHITECTURE & INTEGRATIONS
Over 120+ out-of-the box integrations  
with dialers, web conferencing, CRM,  
and more

POWERED BY AI
Drive more successful outcomes  
by scaling and personalizing  
coaching recommendations

Why Choose Us?
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Capture Every Call
Analyze and understand 
what’s happening on every 
sales call 

Close More Deals

Search for key moments, tag 
colleagues, and share Showreels 
across your team

Flag opportunities that 
are at risk based on 
conversation quality to 
help course correct

Coach Top Performers

Certify rep proficiency with 
custom call scorecards, and 
inline video feedback 

Set alerts for and analyze call 
topics, competitor mentions, use 
of filler words, and more

Go deeper than your 
CRM data and reveal 
prospect activity across 
calls, email, content, 
and digital sales rooms
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AI VIRTUAL COACHES
Automate learning recommendations and  
scale coaching efforts for managers

SHOWREELS
Get an immediate pulse on what’s happening 
in minutes with an AI-curated highlight reel 
across calls

COACHING ON-DEMAND
Get instant access to expert coaches  
to help offer call or team coaching

ALERTS & NOTETAKING
Automate notetaking and easily scan  
moments of interest across calls

MULTILINGUAL DETECTION
Automatically detect 99 languages and  
transcribe calls across geographies

Features We Love What Our Customers Say

In 7 weeks, Arco improved their ‘offer rate’ 
by 75% resulting in an average of 11 sales 
per day using Conversation Intelligence

+75%

“ With Allego, I can see what 
works. I can see it and track 
it. Then I can present it in 
coaching, which is so powerful.

ETHAN-JAK ANDERSON
Sales Performance Coach

Our Humble List of Accolades

ABOUT ALLEGO
Allego is the future of sales enablement. Our sales enablement, learning, content management, and conversation intelligence 
products accelerate performance for sales and other teams. Allego is AI-driven and seller-centric, with the power, agility, insight, 
and ease you need to drive results in a hybrid world—all in a single app. More than 650,000 professionals use Allego to equip 
sellers with intelligent training, coaching, and content that engages and converts buyers.  Learn more about sales enablement 
that wins sellers and buyers at allego.com.

Curious? 
GET A DEMO TODAY
www.allego.com 

READ THE CASE STUDY »

http://www.allego.com
https://p.allego.com/Uzl-2p3VEl1zW

